This paper looks at various issues that are of interest to the sports gambler. First, an expression is obtained for the distribution of the final bankroll using fixed wagers with a specified initial bankroll. Second, fixed percentage wagers are considered where the Kelly method is extended to the case of simultaneous bets placed at various odds; a computational algorithm is presented to obtain the Kelly fractions. Finally, we consider the problem of determining whether a gambling system is profitable based on the historical results of bets placed at various odds.
Introduction
Despite its illegality in many jurisdictions, gambling on the outcome of sporting events is a common activity. For example, Crist (1998) states that Americans illegally wager over $100 billion annually on professional and college sports. On the 1999 Superbowl (the championship game of the National Football League), approximately $87 million was wagered legally in Las Vegas Sportsbooks (Ordine, 2000) . In Australia, commercial gambling on racing alone (horses and greyhounds) resulted in individual losses of $1.6 billion in 1997 (Productivity Commission, 1999 .
Sports gambling has been increasing over the years (Productivity Commission, 1999) and it is likely that the trend will continue as more government bodies are eager to share in the huge profits that have and can be made. One particular avenue for growth is sports gambling via the internet (Haywood, 2000) . Whereas such internet sites are illegal in the United States and in Canada, they are legal and operational in various Caribbean and Latin American countries and in Australia. Internet gambling yields various murky legal issues such as the determination of where the wager is actually placed (e.g. in one's home in North America where the activity is illegal or in the offshore country).
In this paper, we put ethics and legal issues aside and take a look at various practical problems associated with sports betting. We are primarily concerned with issues involving the performance of wagering systems. To a lesser extent, the results are also applicable to financial investments corresponding to an investor who engages in numerous transactions. Many fundamental probabilistic results concerning optimal systems for favourable games are reviewed in Thorp (1969) . We are also interested in the problem of identifying profitable gambling systems based on past data.
In section 2, we provide an introduction to pointspread wagering where we emphasize that it is theoretically possible to develop winning systems. Gambling terminology is explained and the main objective of a bookmaker is discussed. In section 3, we obtain distributional results for the gambler's current bankroll after placing a finite number of bets. This is done in the context of both 'large' and 'small' initial bankrolls. Although the results involve only binomial calculations and a simple extension of the classical drunkard's walk problem, they are practical and we have not seen them recorded in the sports gambling literature. Moreover, much of the work concerning the gambler's ruin and related problems was developed long ago with an emphasis on challenging mathematics and approximate solutions. Our approach is based on the realization that today many people have a computer on their desk. In section 4, we turn to fixed percentage wagering where each bet is a fixed percentage of the current bankroll. We provide some theory and a numerical algorithm to obtain optimal fixed percentages in the context of simultaneous bets placed at various odds. The results in this section are extensions of the Kelly system (Kelly, 1956) . We also give some distributional results concerning the final bankroll under fixed percentage wagering. In section 5, we consider the historical results of bets placed at various odds for a proposed gambling system. The practical question arises as to whether the historical data provides evidence that the gambling system is profitable. Profitability entails more than simply checking whether a profit is made in a given year; this could occur by chance. We are instead interested in whether there is long-term profitability in a system. The problem raises inferential issues for which different approaches yield conflicting results. The major inferential problem that arises is the testing of a hypothesis Ω 0 versus a hypothesis Ω 1 where both Ω 0 and Ω 1 are 'small' sets relative to the entire parameter space. We propose a non-standard Bayesian approach to the problem which calculates 'distances' from Ω 0 and Ω 1 as measures of evidence in favour of each hypothesis. In section 6, we provide a concluding discussion with advice applicable to typical Sportsbook scenarios where upper limits on wagering are imposed.
A primer on betting the pointspread
There are many types of wagers that can be placed on sporting events (McCune, 1989) . Perhaps the most common, is a wager placed against the pointspread. where Team A wins by exactly l points, the original bets are returned. The quantity l is referred to as the pointspread and is determined by the bookmaker, i.e. the individual or organization that posts the line and collects the bets.
We point out a few variations in the above example. First, different odds may be given.
For example, American odds of -120 stipulate that a winning wager of $120 returns the original $120 plus an additional $100. When the American odds are positive, this suggests that an event is less likely. For example, American odds of +140 stipulate that a winning wager of $100 returns the original $100 plus an additional $140. Second, wagers can be made in multiples or fractions of the amounts discussed. Third, a nearly equivalent expression of (1) is based on European odds and appears as Team A −l 1.91
(2) Team B +l 1.91 .
Here, a winning wager of x dollars returns x(1.91) dollars. In the case of a $110 wager, the return is $110(1.91) = $210.10 which is nearly equivalent to the $110 + $100 = $210 situation described above.
Having discussed the betting procedure, it is important to understand the objective of the bookmaker. In (2), suppose that a total of y dollars is wagered on Team A and a total of y dollars is wagered on Team B. In this case, the bookmaker collects 2y dollars, and given that a winner is decided, the bookmaker pays out y(1.91) dollars. The bookmaker has made a profit of y(0.09) dollars regardless of the winning team and the percentage profit (vigorish) is calculated as y(0.09)/(2y) → 4.5%. Thus, in the case of the line in (2), the 'safe' strategy for the bookmaker is to attempt to select the pointspread l so as to balance the total bets placed on Team A and on Team B for this guarantees a profit. It is this fact that suggests opportunities for the gambler since the bookmaker is not trying to achieve an optimal line from the point of view of prediction. Rather, the bookmaker is trying to assess public opinion (i.e. determine the pointspread l) so as to balance the bets. A gambler then 'simply' needs to (a) have more insight on reality than the rest of the gambling public and (b) win often enough to overcome the vigorish.
Unlike most mechanical games (e.g. roulette), it is evident that the possibility exists to develop winning strategies when gambling on the outcome of sporting events. Stern (1998) suggests that bookmakers are good at setting lines in the sense that actual winning percentages closely resemble the probabilities implied by the lines. For example, he claims that it is reasonable to approximate the outcome of a National Football League game using the normal distribution with mean equal to the point spread and standard deviation equal to 13.5.
A simple heuristic for wagering is to develop a procedure for constructing pointspreads. When one's personal pointspread differs sufficiently from the pointspread in the posted line, this signals a condition to wager. The size of the wager may depend on the magnitude of the departure. We note in passing that the stated heuristic of comparing one's personal pointspread to a bookmaker's pointspread is an application of subjective probability. In fact, it is difficult to imagine how such an application can be reconciled in terms of a frequentist notion of probability. 
Fixed wagers
In fixed wagering, without loss of generality, a gambler bets 1 unit on the outcome of each match. Given a gambling system with probability 0 < p ≤ 1 of choosing winners and European odds θ > 1 in each of the matches, we are interested in the bankroll B m that is realized after placing m bets.
Consider first the simplest situation where the gambler has an initial bankroll B 0 exceeding m (i.e. the gambler bets within his means and is prepared to lose each of the m bets). In this case, given m independent bets, it is straightforward to write the binomial probability for the bankroll B m as
From the binomial distribution, we have E(B m ) = B 0 +m(θp−1) and var(B m ) = θ 2 mp(1− p). The normal approximation to the binomial then suggests
from which probabilities may be calculated. For example, the probability of realizing a profit after m bets is Pr(
. We might also use a continuity correction in the calculation of Pr(B m > B 0 ).
In practice, a gambler does not know the probability p of choosing winners. Although p may be estimated from historical data, perhaps the most useful applications of (3) We now turn to the more complicated situation where the gambler has an initial bankroll of B 0 , where 0 < B 0 < m. We make calculations a little simpler by assuming that if after bet i = 1, . . . , m, the gambler's bankroll is 0 < B i < 1, then the gambler's next bet remains 1, and the gambler is able to cope with a loss on this bet by borrowing 1 − B i . We say that a gambler is ruined and ceases betting if B i ≤ 0 for any i = 1, . . . , m.
We note that the above setup corresponds to a simple extension of the classical drunkard's walk. In this case, the drunkard, instead of taking steps of size ±1 each with prob-
, takes an upward step of size θ − 1 with probability p and a downward step of size −1 with probability 1 − p. The probability of ruin within m bets corresponds to the probability that the drunkard hits the absorbing barrier −B 0 within m steps. For a discussion of more general versions of the drunkard's walk, see Feller (1968, sect. 14.8) .
For this problem, the distribution of the final bankroll B m is expressable via a recursion. For i = 1, . . . , m and j = 0, . . . , i, we define
where Q 0,0 = 1 and Q −1,k = Q k,−1 = 0 for all k. This forms a tree structure where Q j,i−j is the jth entry along the ith row from the top of the tree. In this case, we construct the tree beginning with the top element Q 0,0 and work downward along rows where the last row {Q j,m−j : j = 0, . . . , m} gives the probabilities of interest. We note that the probability of ruin is available from the final row via Pr(ruin) = 1 − m j=0 Q j,m−j . Whereas much of the early work corresponding to the drunkard's walk concerned itself with approximate solutions and detailed mathematics, we note that the approach described here is based on ready access to a computing environment; the computational approach is fast and involves straightforward programming. For example, with θ = 1.91, B 0 = 5, p = 0.56 and m = 500, we obtain Pr(ruin) = 0.428 and this was obtained nearly instantaneously running Fortran on a SUN workstation.
Fixed percentage wagers
In simple fixed percentage wagering, a gambler bets a fraction 0 ≤ f ≤ 1 of the bankroll on the outcome of a single match. When the outcome of the match is determined, the gambler resumes fixed percentage wagering on the new balance. Assuming the infinite divisibility of money, one of the immediate attractions of fixed percentage wagering is that the gambler never goes into debt.
In the context of information theory, Kelly (1956) provided a neat result that is often quoted but misused in gambling circles. Given a gambling system with probability 0 < p ≤ 1 of choosing winners and European odds θ > 1, Kelly showed that the 'optimal' betting fraction is
provided that p > 1/θ. For example, consider a system that historically picks winners 54% of the time (i.e. p = 0.54) with the standard European odds payout of θ = 1.91. In this case, the optimal betting fraction is 3.45% of the bankroll. The Kelly criteria is optimal from several points of view; for example, it maximizes the exponential rate of growth and it provides the minimal expected time to reach a preassigned balance (Breiman, 1961) . Breiman (1961) investigated the properties of betting systems and considered a more general wagering scenario than the simple situation discussed above. However, Breiman's work did not provide the derivation of solutions nor sharp statements concerning the uniqueness of solutions under the general framework.
We are concerned with restricted problems that are of real interest to the sports bettor.
For example, it is likely that a sports bettor would like to bet on several matches in a single day. If the bettor uses the Kelly fraction (4) on n such matches where nf * > 1, then the total amount to bet would exceed the current bankroll. The problem then is to determine fixed percentages that satisfy some optimality.
We therefore consider the situation where on day j = 1, . . . , m, the gambler wishes to place n ji wagers on matches with European odds θ i and where the probability of picking winners is p i , i = 1, . . . , k. For example, it is possible that a gambler has a system for betting the pointspread and another system for betting totals (i.e. k = 2). The question arises as to what are the optimal betting fractions f * j1 , . . . , f * jk on day j where n ji wagers are placed with a fraction f ji of the bankroll, i = 1, . . . k? Given an initial bankroll B 0 , the bankroll at the completion of day j is
where ∆ ji = I(X ji = x ji ), i = 1, . . . , k, in which the random variable X ji denotes the number of winning wagers of type i on day j. Therefore, only one term in the product (5) is not equal to 1. Note also that the first term in the outer parentheses is the balance of the bankroll not bet in a given day and we require k i=1 n ji f ji < 1 to prevent the possibility of bankruptcy.
Assuming that X j1 , . . . , X jk are independent with X ji ∼ Bi(n ji , p i ), i = 1, . . . , k, we are concerned with the maximization of the function
where G is referred to as the exponential rate of growth (Breiman, 1961) and
In the Appendix, we establish the existence of a unique maximum f * = (f * j1 , . . . , f * jk ) and provide a simple algorithm that evaluates f * . For example, consider a betting system where k = 3, n j1 = 2, n j2 = 3, n j3 = 3, p 1 = 0.545, p 2 = 0.565, p 3 = 0.585 and θ 1 = θ 2 = θ 3 = 1.91. The algorithm gives f * j1 = 0.0416, f * j2 = 0.0811 and f * j3 = 0.1215. The proposed algorithm has worked well in all of the examples that we have considered.
We note however that convergence difficulties were experienced with more sophisticated algorithms taken from numerical libraries. This is due to the fact that in many practical situations, the function G is nearly flat in neighbourhoods of f * . As a result, successive values f (1) , f (2) , . . . based on derivatives or finite difference methods may oscillate around the maximum. For example, the IMSL routine duminf based on a quasi-Newton method failed to converge for the problem described above. The lesson, as always, is that it is sensible to use available information (e.g. the shape of G) in optimization problems.
Now that a gambler is equiped with an algorithm for determining optimal fixed percentages, the gambler may want to investigate the future performance of the betting strategy used over a season. In other words, it would be useful to have some distributional results concerning the final bankroll. Referring to (5), we can express the final bankroll as
In assessing a system before the season begins, expression (7) is useful for simulation purposes. Of course, the bettor does not know in advance the number n ji of wagers of type i on a given day j, and therefore, some distribution on n ji is assigned. The simulation then proceeds by generating n ji and then generating X ji Figure 1 suggests that at the end of the season, the proposed system will probably yield a small profit (i.e. a final bankroll of less than 1000) although the possibility does exist for huge profits. We also observe that the final bankroll has a distinctly non-normal distribution with a very long right tail. However, it is clear that log B m is a sum of random variables. Therefore the Central Limit Theorem suggests that log B m may be approximately normal. Using the same example as above, Figure 2 provides a histogram of log B 162 . The histogram appears more normal and the log data passes the AndersonDarling goodness-of-fit test for normality yielding a P -value exceeding 0.5.
We can evaluate the mean E(B m ) using the formula involving conditional expectations:
where it is assumed that the expectation (8) does not depend on the day j.
Is a gambling system profitable?
Our focus now turns to another practical question: is a proposed gambling system profitable? Typically, a thoughtful sports bettor, would like to test a gambling system using historical data before risking his own money. Mok (2001) 
Similarly, we should bet on Team B if p B > 1/θ B . Recall that p A and p B are unknown and the inequality 1/θ A + 1/θ B > 1 is due to the vigorish. Now we first test the profitability of a gambling system in a restricted context. Suppose that we have the results of n historical matches where the proposed gambling system would have bet on Team A with European odds as in (9). Suppose further that x of the n bets are winning bets. Then we test for a profitable system by considering H 0 : p A ≤ 1/θ A versus H 1 : p A > 1/θ A . The corresponding P -value is given by the binomial probability
where a small P -value indicates evidence of a profitable system. This is a simple procedure to determine whether historical data provides evidence of long-term profitability. For example, if there are x = 60 winning wagers out of n = 100 matches with standard payout θ A = 1.91, then p A = 1/θ A = 0.524 and we have mild evidence (P = 0.076) of a profitable system. Remarkably, tests such as these are rarely (perhaps never) discussed in the myriad of gambling books available at the Gamblers Book Shop (www.gamblersbook.com), a key source for information on gambling.
The situation becomes more complex when bets are placed at various odds. We have collected data arising from the 2000 Major League Baseball season for which a proposed betting system was established. Ignoring some of the details, personal odds were constructed corresponding to Team A defeating Team B. These odds were based on logistic regression using the pitchers' earned run averages, overall team batting averages and team winning percentages as covariates. When the personal odds differed from the posted odds at the Intertops website (www.intertops.com) by more than 10%, this signaled a condition to wager. Table 1 gives the data and P -values for groups of bets placed at 24 differents sets of odds. The P -values are obtained using (10). We observe that only one of the results are significant. The problem now is to determine whether the overall system is profitable.
A standard approach is based on Fisher's test (D'Agostino & Stephens, 1986 p. 357) .
Following the notation above, let H 0k (H 1k ) denote the hypothesis that the kth type of bet is unprofitable (profitable) and let q k denote the corresponding P -value, k = 1, . . . , 24.
Fisher's test considers the overall null hypothesis Ω 0 = 24 k=1 H 0k versus the alternative hypothesis that at least one of the H 0k is false. Applying Fisher's test to the data in Table   1 , we obtain the overall P -value Pr(χ The approach above is not quite right. With respect to the data in Table 1 , there is not enough evidence to reject Ω 0 , and even if there was, this does not imply that the gambling system is profitable. We define a profitable gambling system as one for which all of the H 1k are true. Therefore we should instead test Ω 0 versus the alternative Ω 1 = 24 k=1 H 1k and exclude regions of the parameter space that do not belong in Ω 0 ∪ Ω 1 . We exclude such regions because the gambling system uses the same betting criteria regardless of the odds and it is therefore logical that if it is an unprofitable (profitable) gambling system, then it should be an unprofitable (profitable) system for all component types of bets. We emphasize that the relevant problem is to test a hypothesis Ω 0 which is a small set where all component bets are unprofitable versus a hypothesis Ω 1 which is a small set where all component bets are profitable.
To test Ω 0 versus Ω 1 in a classical framework, it is natural to reject Ω 0 based on large values of the generalized likelihood ratio statistic
where L(x) is the corresponding product probability mass function based on the data x.
The exact discrete distribution of Λ is beyond reach since the sample space is so large.
Also, we cannot appeal to a large sample χ 2 distribution for 2 log Λ since dim(Ω 0 ) = dim(Ω 1 ) which means that we have 'zero' degrees of freedom. In addition, the supremums in Λ occur on the boundaries of the parameter space and this invalidates necessary large sample assumptions.
We consider now a Bayesian approach to testing Ω 0 versus Ω 1 . The Bayesian model contains a little more structure due to the necessity of prior distributions. Given the European odds (9), we assume that over many matches the odds are set such that bets Table 1 : Betting results using a proposed gambling system; θ A is the posted odds for Team A, θ B is the posted odds for Team B, x is the number of wins by betting on Team A and n is the total number of corresponding matches. The P -value is given and an asterisk indicates significance at level 0.05. Therefore, based on a unit bet,
where θ B /(θ A + θ B ) represents the expected probability that Team A wins and the expectation is taken over many matches. In any particular match, the true probability p A may be something different than θ B /(θ A + θ B ). Let X k denote the number of winning bets of type k out of n k wagers and let p
for the kth type of bet, k = 1, . . . , N. For the data in Table 1 , N = 24. This suggests the hierarchical model
where
where the p k are conditionally independent. The beta prior for p k is reasonable from the point of view that p k is constrained to the interval (0, 1) and
k as argued previously. The hyperparameter m controls the variance of the p k , and we assign a flat improper prior for m. We include the lower limit on m as this forces concave densities for
The hierarchical model (11) induces a (N + 1) dimensional posterior distribution given by (p, m | x). Inference based on (p, m | x) is straightforward using the Gibbs sampling algorithm as the full conditional distributions of the p k are beta distributions and m can be generated in closed form from its full conditional distribution via inversion. To obtain the posterior probabilities of Ω 0 and Ω 1 , we simply calculate the proportion of the generated ps that fall into the two respective sets. For the data in Table 1 , it turns out that both of these probabilities are essentially zero.
We are therefore faced with the problem of assessing two hypotheses Ω 0 and Ω 1 , one of which we believe to be true, when both hypotheses correspond to very improbable sets. This is a general problem of inference which goes beyond the application considered here.
Our approach which borrows on ideas from Swartz (1999) and Evans et al. (1997) is to generate p from the Gibbs sampling algorithm and then calculate its Euclidean distance 
where small (large) values give evidence in favour of Ω 1 (Ω 0 ). There is one difficulty with the calculation of BF D and this concerns the improper prior for m. With an improper prior, we are unable to generate from the joint prior distribution of (p, m) to obtain
For the data in Table 1 , we therefore set m = 2.98 which is the posterior mean of m estimated from the output of the Gibbs sampling algorithm, and we then simulate the p k s from the beta priors with this value of m. Table 2 shows BF D , the posterior odds of D 0 /D 1 ≤ t and the prior odds of D 0 /D 1 ≤ t corresponding to the data in Table 1 . As expected, we see that both the posterior odds and prior odds are increasing in t. However, the prior odds are larger and increase more rapidly than the posterior odds. This causes the Bayes factor BF D to be small and approach zero as t increases. We also observe that BF D has its largest value when t is around 1.
Now if you have confidence that the prior is realistic, then it is often argued that inference should be based solely on the posterior as Bayes Theorem provides the recipe Table 2, this gives strong evidence in favour of Ω 1 under the assumption that Ω 0 and Ω 1 are the only possibilities in the parameter space. For example, observe that the Bayes factor is roughly at least 20 times more favourably inclined toward Ω 1 than Ω 0 . Therefore, in contrast to the previous analyses, the Bayesian analyses using both posterior probabilities and Bayes factors suggest that the data in Table 1 provide evidence of a profitable system.
The underlying practical problem has lead to a significant theoretical problem involving the testing of non-standard hypotheses.
Discussion
Now suppose that you have a 'winning' system. How should you bet? Typically, Sportsbooks assign an upper limit on wagering. Since the Kelly approach has an optimal rate of growth, it seems logical to begin with the Kelly system using fixed percentage wagering until the upper limit is attained. As long as the Kelly system prescribes a bet exceeding the upper limit, use fixed wagering with the upper limit.
Sportsbooks also typically assign a lower limit on wagering. For some internet sites, the lower limit is so low (e.g. $1 at www.intertops.com) that it can be practically ignored.
We recommend an alternative betting strategy that also allows us to ignore the lower limit on wagering. Suppose that you have an initial bankroll B 0 = $500 and that you are wagering at a Sportsbook with a lower limit of $10 and an upper limit of $3000. Extensive personal simulations have shown that it is better to begin with the Kelly system using a bankroll of x 1 = $400, and if the bankroll drops below x 2 = $200, add the final $100
to the bankroll. The idea is to 'kickstart' the system since a very small bankroll grows slowly with fixed percentage wagering. It would be interesting to see if optimal values for x 1 and x 2 could be obtained. Again, as long as the prescribed value of Kelly wagering exceeds $3000, you would maintain $3000 betting.
The results that we have presented in this paper are readily applicable to sports betting. The real difficulty is coming up with a winning system (i.e. a system where p is sufficiently large to overcome the vigorish). Naturally p is unknown, and therefore we might estimate p for a proposed system using past data. Of course, there is no guarantee that results will replicate from year to year, and we need also be wary of multiple comparisons issues when considering various systems.
Appendix: the maximization of G
In the context of simultaneous fixed percentage wagers, we consider the maximization of the function G in (6). The first and second derivatives of G are given by
−(x ji 1 θ i 1 − n ji 1 )(x ji 2 θ i 2 − n ji 2 ) (1 + n ji f ji → 1.
Using these results, and by considering closed sets that approach the region of interest, it can be shown that there is a single critical point lying in the interior of the region, and this point is a global maximum. This establishes the uniqueness of f * j1 , . . . , f * jk . Since G(0) = 0, we also have that G(f * ) > 0.
The shape and smoothness of G yields a simple algorithm which is guaranteed to find f * j1 , . . . , f * jk . We begin by initializing an interior point f ji = 1/ k i=1 2n ji , i = 1, . . . , k. To obtain the root of G 1 along the first coordinate direction, bisection is carried out using the lower starting value f (l) j1 = 0 and the upper starting value f (u) j1 which intersects the plane k i=1 n ji f ji = 1. After the first coordinate is updated, the procedure is repeated along the coordinate directions 2, . . . , k. The loop in this sequential procedure is repeated until the movement in the point is sufficiently small. The maximum has then been obtained. The proposed algorithm is a special case of Gauss-Seidel iteration (Thisted 1988, page 187) where success is based on the recognition that every step of bisection results in a move up the hill and that there are no saddle points or minima of the function G. 
